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The Type Faces Project by Tiago Pinto



Taken from: Layout Workbook



Serif Sans-serif

Oldstyle Modern Slab serif Sans-serif

Adapted from: Thinking With Type



Type 
Categories

There are many more ways 
to slice up typefaces, but 
be on a first name basis 

with these six.

Taken from: Layout Workbook



Taken from: The Non-Designer’s Design Book



Taken from: The Non-Designer’s Design Book



Taken from: The Non-Designer’s Design Book



Taken from: The Non-Designer’s Design Book

Helvetica
Gill Sans Calibri

Akzidenz Grotesk



Taken from: The Non-Designer’s Design Book

ScriptEdwardian Script



Taken from: The Non-Designer’s Design Book

Decorative
Curlz MT



?Name that font!



Taken from: The Non-Designer’s Design Book

?

High Society



TYPEFACE

Catull



TYPEFACE

Brunel



TYPEFACE

Neue Haas Grotesk



TYPEFACE

Bookmania 
(or something close)



TYPEFACE

Salvo Serif





PRO TIP
Never combine two typefaces 
from the same category

You have so many to choose 
from, make ‘em different!



dot
typography 
i s  w h a t  l a n g u a g e  l o o k s  l i k e

a l ine  is  a

that  went  for a  walk



Am I the same? Maybe I am
but not exactly? I’m confused Rockwell Bold

American Typewriter Bold



I am clearly and unambiguously 

very different Poplar Std 

American Typewriter



Stay 
in
the 
family



PRO TIP
Pick 1 or 2 fonts for your piece 
and no more.

Variations like bold, italic, ALLCAPS and 
differences in      go a long way. 
Think very hard before adding a third 
font, and run screaming when anyone 
wants you to add a fourth.

size 



PRO TIP
Anything but Arial or Times New Roman.

Really, anything



PRO TIP
Avoid too many signals.

BOLD AND ITALIC 
AND UNDERLINED 
OH MY!!!!

Pick one, guys



Text
How to deal with words 2

Typographic Maps by axismaps



Legibility
how easy it is to recognize individual letterforms



Large X-Height
Large Counters
Simple Letterforms

Legibility =



Highway Gothic (old standard) Clearview Hwy (replacement)



Readability
how easy it is to read words, lines and paragraphs



Not ALL CAPS
Proper letter/word/line spacing
Big enough type size

Readability =





READABILITY REFERS TO THE EASE WITH 
WHICH A READER CAN SCAN OVER PARA-
GRAPHS OF TYPE. IN OTHER WORDS, HOW 
EASY IT IS TO READ! READABILITY IS DEPEN-
DENT ON THE MANIPULATION OR HANDLING 
OF THE TYPE. FACTORS WHICH AFFECT READ-
ABILITY INCLUDE: LINE LENGTHS, POINT 
SIZE, LEADING, TYPEFACE SELECTION, SPAC-
ING, TYPE ALIGNMENT, AND BACKGROUND. 

Readability refers to the ease with which a read-
er can scan over paragraphs of type. In other 
words, how easy it is to read! Readability is de-
pendent on the manipulation or handling of the 
type. Factors which affect readability include: 
line lengths, point size, leading, typeface selec-
tion, spacing, type alignment, and background. 

Not only is 
ALL CAPS 

hard to read, 
it also takes 

up much 
more space.



PRO TIP
Avoid ALL CAPS as much as possible 

I’M JUST ONE BIG ‘OL RECTANGLE AND HARD TO READ
I’ve got shapes and contours and you can scan me much faster



Ker  ning
Tracking
Tracking
T r a c k i n g

Leading Leading
Leading Leading

Kerning is the adjustment of spacing between specific characters

Tracking is the overall spacing 
between letters (on the web, this 
is called letter-spacing)

Leading Leading 
Leading Leading

Leading is the spacing 
between lines of text (on 
the web, this is called 
line-height)



PRO TIP
Watch your line-length. 45–90 char ac ters 
per line is ideal (including spaces). 

Your eyes have trouble following very long lines of text across the page, so longer lines are very hard to read, especially on the web.

Your eyes have trouble following very long lines of text across the page, so longer lines are very hard to read, especially on the web.

Your eyes have trouble following very long lines of text across the page, so longer lines are very hard to read, especially on the web.



The internet hates indents.

But the sufferings of her tortured child she has no 
right to forgive; she dare not forgive the torturer, even 
if the child were to forgive him! And if that is so, if 
they dare not forgive, what becomes of harmony? 
Is there in the whole world a being who would have 
the right to forgive and could forgive? I don’t want 
harmony. From love for humanity I don’t want it. 
 I would rather be left with the unavenged 
suffering. I would rather remain with my unavenged 
suffering and unsatisfied indignation, even if I were 
wrong. Besides, too high a price is asked for harmo-
ny; it’s beyond our means to pay so much to enter on 
it. And so I hasten to give back my entrance ticket, 
and if I am an honest man I am bound to give it back 
as soon as possible. 
 And that I am doing. It’s not God that I 
don’t accept, Alyosha, only I most respectfully return 
Him the ticket.”

But the sufferings of her tortured child she has no right 
to forgive; she dare not forgive the torturer, even if the 
child were to forgive him! And if that is so, if they dare 
not forgive, what becomes of harmony? Is there in the 
whole world a being who would have the right to forgive 
and could forgive? I don’t want harmony. From love for 
humanity I don’t want it. I would rather be left with the 
unavenged suffering. 

I would rather remain with my unavenged suffering and 
unsatisfied indignation, even if I were wrong. Besides, too 
high a price is asked for harmony; it’s beyond our means 
to pay so much to enter on it. And so I hasten to give back 
my entrance ticket, and if I am an honest man I am bound 
to give it back as soon as possible. 

And that I am doing. It’s not God that I don’t accept, Alyo-
sha, only I most respectfully return Him the ticket.”

Kinda messy

yuck

So much better

PRO TIP



No orphans or widows.
PRO TIP

widow

But the sufferings of  her tortured child she has no right to 
forgive; she dare not forgive the torturer, even if  the child 
were to forgive him! And if  that is so, if  they dare not forgive, 
what becomes of  harmony? Is there in the whole world a 
being who would have the right to forgive and could forgive? 
I don't want harmony. From love for humanity I don't want it. 
I would rather be left with the unavenged suffering. I would 
rather remain with my unavenged suffering and unsatisfied 
indignation, even if  I were wrong. Besides, too high a price is 
asked for harmony; it's beyond our means to pay so much to 
enter on it. And so I hasten to give back my entrance ticket, 
and if  I am an honest man I am bound to give it back as soon 
as possible. And that I am doing. It's not God that I don't 
accept, Alyosha, only I most respectfully return Him the 
ticket.

And if  the sufferings of  children go to swell the 
sum of  sufferings which was necessary to pay for 
truth, then I protest that the truth is not worth such 
a price. I don't want the mother to embrace the 
oppressor who threw her son to the dogs! She dare 
not forgive him! Let her forgive him for herself, if  
she will, let her forgive the torturer for the 
immeasurable suffering of  her mother's heart. But 
the sufferings of  her tortured child she has no right 
to forgive; she dare not forgive the torturer, even if  
the child were to forgive him! And if  that is so, if  
they dare not forgive, what becomes of  harmony? 
Is there in the whole world a being who would have 
the right to forgive and could forgive? I don'tsant it. 
I would rather be left with the unavenged suffering. 
I would rather remain with my unavenged suffering 
and unsatisfied indignation, even if  I were wrong. 
Besides, too high a price is asked for harmony; it's 
beyond our means to pay so much to enter on it. 
And so I hasten to give back my entrance ticket, and 
if  I am an honest man I am bound to give it back as 
soon as possible. And that I am doing. It's not God 
that I don't accept,dfjkfdkfkd Alyosha, only I most 
respectfully retu h fjj fdh jfhfh dk Him the ticket."

respectfully return Him the ticket.

It's not worth the tears of  that one tortured child 
who beat itself  on the breast with its little fist and 
prayed in its stinking outhouse, with its unexpiated 
tears to 'dear, kind God'! It's not worth it, because 
those tears are unatoned for. They must be atoned 
for, or there can be no harmony. But how? How are 
you going to atone for them? Is it possible? By their 
being avenged? But what do I care for avenging 
them? What do I care for a hell for oppressors? 
What good can hell do, since those children have 
already been tortured? And what becomes of  
harmony, if  there is hell? I want to forgive. I want to 
embrace. I don't want more suffering. And if  the 
sufferings of  children go to swell the sum of  
sufferings which was necessary to pay for truth, 
then I protest that the truth is not worth such a 
price. I don't want the mother to embrace the 
oppressor who threw her son to the dogs!

orphan



Taken from: Ellen Lupton’s “Thinking with Type”

Grid
Putting the pieces together3



Taken from: Ellen Lupton’s “Thinking with Type”

Single 
Column

Multi
Column

Modular



Taken from: Ellen Lupton’s “Thinking with Type”

Traditional On a Grid



Useful for Print...



...and the web



Lots of 
resources



Color
How to Pick 'Em4



Combinations

Color Brewer (good for data viz) 0to255 (good for shades and tints)

Adobe Kuler (good for getting inspired)



Test your colors for color blindness
PRO TIP

Normal Vision Color Blind



Use Color Oracle to Test
(most of the time you just gotta up the contrast)



Colors Have Meaning
(so choose them carefully)

Source: http://stephanieevergreen.com/dataviz-inequality_pt1/

lgroeger
Stamp

lgroeger
Stamp



TYPE CRIMES!
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